store spotlight

Killington Deli and Marketplace

2069 U.S. 4, Killington • (802) 775-1599 • Owner: Cliff Koch
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t’s always rewarding to be recognized.
Add some provolone and horseradish
sauce and it may become even more
gratifying.
Such is the way of things at the Killington
Deli and Marketplace – where having a
sandwich named after you or your business
is an honor of the highest order.
“We have over 50 sandwiches named
after local establishments,” Owner Cliff Koch
says. “We were trying to think of a way to
name sandwiches that weren’t just ‘No. 1,
No. 2, No. 3.”
Step into this longtime Killington
mainstay and you’ll discover a menu with
offerings like the McGrath’s Irish Pub (corned
beef with melted Swiss,) The Wobbly Barn
(named for the local steak house, featuring
sliced char-broiled steak and the aforementioned provolone and horseradish) and
the Green Mountain National Golf Course
– which is not only a popular mesquite

smoked turkey dish, but also where you’re
likely to find Koch when he’s not behind the
counter at the market.
“I like to play golf,” the 66-year-old shopkeep
says with a laugh. “I used to ski, but the store
has grown so much that I can’t afford to break
a leg or an arm. Now it’s just work, work, work.”
Koch and his family have been running the
store – which began its life as a gas station in
the 1940s and 50s – for the past 31 years. The

9,000-square-foot wooden structure, which adjoins the Killington post office, sits right along
Route 4 and still welcomes guests as it has for
nearly eight decades.
That clientele includes year-round regulars
and throngs of visitors who flock to the region
for its renowned ski resort.
“We’re re-doing all the shelves in the liquor
store now,” Koch says. “We’re sprucing everything up for the next ski season. We were fortu-
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nate enough to have the Women’s World Cup
here last year, and it’s coming back for the
next two years. It’s a nice shot in the arm at
the beginning of ski season.”
Such events provide the Killington Market
and Deli with a steady stream of shoppers
who are often surprised at the lower prices
they find in the liquor store there.
“A lot of the tourists will come in and
pick up nips or pints, and when they see the
selection, they come back,” Koch says. “The
pricing is good and the sale items are good,
so they stock up. We have a lot of people
come in and tell us, ‘you’re not going to
believe what I pay for this bottle in New York
or Virginia.’”
The store is known for its liquor selection,
particularly its diverse bourbon stock.
“We’re very big with bourbon,” Koch says.
“We’ve got a Jack Daniel’s barrel, we’ve got a
Bulleit barrel. Jefferson’s does well, Bookers,
Basil Hayden and Whistle Pig is very popular.
We have a lot of customers who come in
when they realize how good our selection is.”
The 2,000-square-foot store retains
much of the charm from its early life, with a
wooden exterior, awnings and overhangs on
the outside, and four registers and newly-refurbished fixtures on the inside. Two of the
store’s registers are designated for the liquor
store, which has seen a change in trends in
recent years. A scan of the shelves shows a
strong selection of the standard liquor selections, but a closer look reveals a number of
exclusive and more sophisticated offerings.
“We’ve noticed that a lot of the bars and
restaurants we serve are ordering high-end
bourbon, scotch and vodkas. People are
trading up and spending more – they want
a better whiskey. I noticed the cheaper stuff
peeled off over the years. It’s kind of like the
craft beer business: it’s taken off immensely
compared to the old days.”
Though his children have begun careers,
the Killington Deli and Marketplace remains
a family affair. Koch is the father of four girls –
three of whom are triplets. (Daughter Nancy
is the general manager.) Jennifer earned her
master’s in Library Science and now works
at the Harvard Smithsonian Astrophysics
Library and the John F. Kennedy Presidential
Library in Boston; Molly is preparing to take
her boards to become a registered dietician;
and Anne lives in Colorado and works at the
Keystone resort.
“Four girls just getting out of college,”
Koch says, and then laughs. “That’s why I’m
working all the time.”
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